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Abstract. We show that any efkient deterministic algorithm fdr finding square roots module a 
prime can he turned into an efficient Monte C~lo primality test which has a very small error 
probability if factoring is hard. 
We apply our general construction to a well-known square root algorithm and give explicit 
hounds for the error probability of the resulting primality test (or the rrlnning of the corresponding 
factoring algorithm:. 
1. Introduction 
To find a proof that a number is composite is well-known to be easy, although 
it is hard to find a factor of a composite number. Just take an easily checked fact 
which holds for prime numbers (like Fermat’s theorem) and apply it to odd 
composite numbers. Most likely the fact will not hold for most composite numbers, 
and thus we easily get a proof of compositeness. On the other hand, if the test 
holds for a number then it is likely to be prime. 
Euler’s criterion with a fixed base was proposed as the basis of such a pseudoprime 
test (e.g. WC: [S, p. 1191). A number rz is called an Euler h-psp (Euler base-h 
pseudoprime) if 
b 
If1 II/2__ = 
where (b/rz 1 is the Jacobi symbol ((b/n ) = 0 if ~cd(h, rz ) # 1.) Using the quadratic 
reciprocity law, the computation of the Jacobi symbol is about as hard as a gcd 
computation (see e.g. [3]). 
Solovay and Strassen [B] and Rabin [4] present rigorous analyses of efficient 
Monte Carlo tests. The number theoretic facts they used are the Euler criterion 
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and the fact that + 1 and - 1 are the only square roots of 1 modulo a prime, 
respectively. The error probability is at most $ or i, respectively. 
In this paper we propose to use a deterministic polymonial time square root 
algorithm which works for a class C of primes of the form d& +&. (Note that no 
such algorithm is known for all primes). We show that such an algorithm yields a 
Monte Carlo test for primality testing which has very small error probability if 
factoring is hard. We prove that if the error probability for a fixed composite 
number n of the form &k +& is F then there is a cl - e - ’ log”( jz ) randomized 
factoring algorithm for IZ (for some constants c 1, c2 which depend on the complexity 
of the square root algorithm). 
2. The primality test 
Let sqrt(s) (mod p) be a deterministic polynomial tir,:le square root algorithm 
which works correctly for primes of the form &k +&. 
Algorithm PRIME-SQRT. 
Input: 
output: 
1. 
7 
h. 
3 . . 
4. 
5. 
n of the form &lc +&. 
‘*probable prime”, *‘composite”. 
Choose a random number j ( 1 =-gi s rz ): 
if gcci( j, II ) f 1 and gcd( j, H ) f II then wri’te (‘composite’): 
h := j’ (mod II I:, 
C’ := .sqrt(h I (mod IZ ); 
if rrot c =j (mod 11 ! and wt c - - j (mod II ) then 
begin 
write (‘composite’); 
if T’ = h (mod II 1 then write (goi ( j -- c, x t, ‘is a 
non-trivial factor’): 
end 
else 
if rl is a power then write (‘composite’); 
else write (‘probable prime’); 
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Proof. Let b =i2 (mod n). Since n contains s distinct prime factors there are 2” 
distinct square roots of b modulo n. Let cy,, be the probability that syrt finds a 
square root c at step 4. With probability 2-(‘-*) this root satisfies c = *j, hence 
Similarly we get a factor of n with probability = a,* (1 - 2--(F-‘)) = P,, (2s-1-- 1) 2 
Ft1* 0 
Theorem 1 shows that the expected number of ikerations of PRIME-SQRT until 
a factor of u is found is bounded by 
3. Applications 
In this section we apply Theorem 1 to a well-known square root algorithm and 
determine the error probability (or factoring probability) explicitly. If n is a prime 
of the form 4k - 1, then for a quadratic residue b (mod n) the number 
b 
tt1-t 1 Ii-4 
(mod H ) is congi.arent to a square root of b i mod rz ). Let sqrl( b ) = 
h “’ ‘*“’ (mod II ). Then this square root algorithm can be used in PRIME-SQRT to 
get an efficient primality test for numbers of the form 4k - 1. 
Let c =sqrt(b) (mod n) and assume that g&(6, rz) = 1. Then &6 (mod rzj 
i* 6If, -I,‘~ ~ 1 (mod n), which is true iff tz is an Euler h-psp. For a random 
j,(l +3z),gcd(j, n)= 1, let CX,, be the probability that rz is an Euler j’-psp. CY,~ is
exactly the probability that c is a square root at step 4 of PRIME-SQRT. Let F,, 
be the error probability for PRIME-SQRT. As in Theorem 1, we have that 
We measure CV,, exactly by using methods described in Ireland [3]. Let 
II = n:. 1 [I:‘, where the p ‘s are distinct odd primes. We have seen that 
# of solutions to x”’ “I’ = 1 (mod n ) 
=-- --_ 
# of quadratic residues (mod n ) ’ 
mod !I ) has I_I: _ I gcd(rl - l/2, p! - 1) solutions, SO 
iid( *t1 -1 -1 
c -,pc1 
I--l 2 
) 
2’ il ,,Li(~,p~-l 
i -- 1 Lr ) 
.= XZ . 
$7 j/2” il (p, - I ) p:‘t ’ 
I 1 
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(12 - 1)/2 is odd ((n - 1)/2 is of the form 2k - 1) and pi - 1 is even, hence gcd((n - 
1 j/2, pI - 1) s (pi - 1)/2, and therefore 
-1 2’ jj p!! 
i=l 1 
(1) 
a, gets its maximal value cz,, = 1 if for all i :ai = 1 and pl - 1 divides II - 1 (such 
numbers do exist, they are called Carmichael numbers). 
Suppose that tz =p” is a power of a prime p. a must be odd for 12 to be of the 
form 4k - 1, so if tz is composite a 2 3. (1) shows that LY,, s l/p*. Thus the error 
probability of PRIME-SQRT will be small even if we do not test whether n is a 
power. 
If n is a prime of the form 4k + 1, then 6”1t1”’ (here we mean truncated integer 
division) will no longer in general be a & Thus we tail no longer use PRIME- 
SQRT as a primality test. Let cy,, be the probability that 6’” +“H is a Jh (mod IZ ). 
Then PRIME-SQRT will still find a factor of rz with probability = cy,, (1 - 2 -” _ ‘?, 
so it is worthwhile to measure ar,, in this case. 
We USC the following notation. Let pi - 1 = 2k1pi’, with pi’ odd. Let 11 - 1 = 2”n’, 
with k -Z 2. ~2’ odd, since n is congruent to 1 module 4. Since we use truncated 
integer division for (12 + 1)/4 we have 
‘This number is b/h (mod II ) iff b = (/I?’ ““)’ = bzL I”’ (mod II). Dividing by /I we 
l:et 1 f h” I”’ ’ = b”’ “,“. The equation .y”’ J”’ zz 1 Inod 11) has 1:. , gcd((rl - 
3 I/’ ?kp,r) -, - solutions. Since (12 -3)/2 is odd, gcli((rr -3)/2,2’;~pl’~ = 
j.q*Arz - 3 j/2, pJ. Thus 
4. Extedons 
l&~ntiy. the tirst author (Finn [2]) found a deterministic polynomial algorithm 
to compute a square root modulo p of at least one of a, 12 or n l /I, where a, b ant1 
/J [any prime) are input. His algorithm can be used in PRIME-SQRT and thz 
rcdting primalitv test (which works for all numbers) has nice properties similar 
tcj the facts proux in Thautzm 1. 
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Finn [2] also shows that all well-known nrimality tests have the same property 
as the primality tests investigated in this paper: if the error probability is not very 
small, the tests can be turned into efficient factoring algorithms. 
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